
Report prepared by John Fincher 

I want to present everyone a short report from our newly formed communications committee 
Members Diane Rugg, John Fincher, Sandy McGrew and Camille Wehs have met 2 times 
since the council appointed us to start the communications committee. We have added 
Camille Wehs to the committee. 

We have determined the name or our committee to be the Canton Connected Committee 
because the name Canton Connected pretty well sums up what we feel the purpose of our 
committee to be: To provide easily accessed, useful information to our Canton residents and 
concerned people of the Canton Community which encompasses much more than our city 
limits and to allow concerned individuals to have an easy way to present their thoughts to 
everyone in our community. In short, our purpose is to get Canton Connected. 

We have met with City of Canton IT manager Camille Weh at 2 meetings at which we 
discussed the fascinating information available to all residents including City Council 
Members and Mayor that our committee feels our residents need to know exists and some 
ways we feel we can help get everyone Canton Connected. 

By going to the city website www.Canton-Georgia.com , you can find a lot of very interesting 
and useable information. Our committee wants to encourage everyone to start using the 
website for anything you want to know about our city. Our hope is to help get Canton 
Residents and Community Connected! 

In order for everyone to get Canton Connected, our committee will continuously be 
suggesting changes to the web site and keep asking people what topics they want talk about 
on our forum page that is in creation at this point. Our forum page will have rules that people 
making comments must adhere to because we all want this to be a Clean and Honest forum 
for us to be able to tell our thoughts for a better Canton. 

We are making suggestions to Camille and working on ways to make everything in the city 
government more easily available for our residents and Canton Concerned citizens. We are 
working on ways for residents to share their opinions on Canton Topics that our Council 
members and Mayor can review to get a pulse of what our people want on these various 
topics. 

We have asked Camille Wehs to present at May 1, Council Meeting what is available to all 
Canton residents and Canton concerned people via our website Canton-Georgia.com. and 
how to access various points of interest on the website and how to send input to various City 
offices and individuals when needed. 

She is going to create a computer tutorial on various things that can people will able to learn 
by using information on the website under Canton Connected icon. 

The Canton Connected Committee is an ongoing project committee wanting to provide more 
and more information for Canton Residents and Canton Concerned People and to advertise to 
folks how to get connected. 

Are You CANTON CONNECTED? w\A/w.Canton-Georgia.com 


